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BOX 1 (036734)
Scrapbook, 1984-1989
Scrapbook, 1990-1992
Scrapbook, 1993-1995

BOX 2 (036770)
Photo album
Scrapbook, 1947-1948
Scrapbook
Scrapbook, 1965-1983

BOX 3 (036823)
Signs
Framed picture
Video cassettes (2)
Compact discs (4)
Cassette play-back units (2)
"Great Gathering and Meet Media" Photo Album
Susan S. Barnes Awardees Plaque
"Talking Tapes History" binder
Photo Album
"Insights" newsletter binder
"Great Gatherings Reprints" folder
"Testimonial AG 98" folder
"Volunteer Stories and Pictures" folder
"Statistics Multi-year" folder

BOX 4 (036824)
Talking Tapes signs and collages (4)
Framed drawing by Cathy Carlson Johnson
Missouri Volunteer Film Association official seal
Box of photographs
K & S Imaging and Photographies package
Image and data CDs (2)

BOX 5 (036825)
Wollensak reel-to-reel tape recorder